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Twenty Bench Cabernet Sauvignon
By sourcing from several vineyard sites in the Napa Valley, we are able to produce a wine that showcases the classic elements of ripe fruit, suppleness, texture and balance
that one expects to find in world class Cabernet Sauvignon.
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Chasing Lions Cabernet Sauvignon
California is renowned for the depth and richness of its Cabernet Sauvignon. Chasing Lions is a perfect example; dense and medium-bodied with beautiful elegance, texture
and equilibrium that showcases the complex terroir of the diverse growing regions.
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We source our old vine Petite Sirah grapes from Lodi for the purest fruit filled with both
density and intensity. Velvety textures upfront are followed by deep, rich flavors of
blackberry jam, blueberry and spice with a long and concentrated finish. It’s a big mouthful of old vine elegance.
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